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             Suiji, Engo’s pointer: Beyond the mountain, seeing smoke, at once 
you know there is fire.  Beyond the fence, seeing horns, you figure out there is a cow.  
Given one corner you grasp the other three. One glance and you discern the slightest 
difference.  Such is the everyday fare of robed monks.  When you arrive at the cutting off 
of the myriad streams then, whether you have come down in the east or west, whether you
are going with or going against, whether you are vertical or sideways, giving or taking, 
you will be able to act freely.

No matter how many times I read this, and for anyone who is just reading the 

translation that you have, nobody could possibly understand what is trying to be said.  

Because what is being said is a by-product of the Dharma activity, nobody can know it.  

This line about “seeing smoke on the distant mountain and at once knowing that there is a

fire,” that is taken directly from the Nirvana Sutra.  And to understand what is trying to 

be explained in the Nirvana Sutra, you have to investigate that very carefully before you 

can understand it.  

Similarly this expression, “grasping one clearly” and the next line that talks about 

the “eye activity,” the perfect “eye activity,” “the complete eye activity,” those were also 

taken from sutras, and so unless you take out the sutras and study the technical language 

of them, there is no way that you can come to understand them.  But what happens is that 

people, from the point of view of unconditionally, unquestioningly accepting the "I am" 

that is doing the studying, study these difficult things, then come to say, “I understand.  I 

understand.”  Seeing a mountain, you know that that is a mountain.  Seeing smoke, you 

know that that is smoke, and you also know that there is fire.   Anybody can easily come 

to understand in this way.  As I always tell you, if you are learning from the point of view

of an unquestioned "I am" then no matter how you are taught, you will come to think,  
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“I understand.”  And Master Engo, himself, is saying this very same thing when he talks 

about “this is the everyday affair of patch robed monks” he is saying, “If you are a smart 

person, if you are clever and taught this way, of course you will come to think, “Yes, I 

understand.  I understand the principle.” But, if you are then taught, the Dharma activity 

is never fixated, the state of the Origin is never fixated, the self is never fixated, then you 

will bump into “not understanding.”  

 You are born, but where are you born from?  If you are asked that kind of 

question, then everyone gets confused.  Where are you born from?  And when you die, 

where do you go?  It becomes necessary, then to give teisho to clarify those things.  

Appearing and then disappearing, that which is disappeared hiding itself, this can be done

in complete freedom.  And to describe this complete freedom, this flowing freedom, 

Master Engo takes up an expression that was first used by Master Rinzai. There is 

nothing, the world of nothing, and then the "I am" is manifest, the "I am" appears, and 

then it disappears.  Master Engo uses Rinzai’s expression to describe that, this expression

of “coming down in the west or east, going with or going against, vertical or horizontal.” 

What he is saying is that if you come to truly grasp the activity of the Dharma, then you 

can manifest yourself with complete freedom.  

Then we have to go back to this previous phrase, “grasping one, clearly three.”  

The one is referring to a Foundation, the Source, the One that has no second.  But, that 

one is comprised of two, tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  They have come together to make 

that One.  This also can be found in the sutras.  You should well understand that.  You 

may well understand that, but Tathagata Zen demands that you further investigate who is 

it that can understand that, and who is that who can teach that?  There really is nothing so

mysterious about it, according to the teachings of Buddhism.  The "I am" is born, and 

then it grows up and it develops and it comes to be able to say these difficult sounding 

things, like “grasping one, clearly three.” 

When we say “grasping one, clearly three,” that is referring to the two essential 

mutually opposing functions of tatha-gata and tatha-agata , plus and minus having unified

with each other, and manifesting themselves in the  physical world , the world of flesh.  

The body, the flesh, the heart and the body, the heart and the flesh clearly manifest as the 

complete body, as the complete heart.  That is the One that is being talked about.  This 
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thing that we call "I am" has these two things as it content, the bones and the flesh.  This 

kind of "I am" that I am talking about here is something that nobody can see, nobody can 

talk about; it has both plus and minus, as its content.  This is going to get more and more 

difficult, and right now I am holding it up to show to all of you.  

When we speak of the heart or the heart activity, in Tathagata Zen very kindly we 

analyze that into two essential functions, that which affirms the self, and that which 

negates the self.   Plus is not perfect, it is only plus, and minus is not complete, it is only 

minus, and yet we can speak of the condition of plus manifesting complete plus, and  

minus manifesting complete minus.  [The translator has to apologize:  Roshi just said , 

that I said something that he didn’t say, yet, and that was the  minus part, I think.] The 

plus activity, the man, completes itself as man, as plus, and the minus activity, as woman,

completes herself as woman.  Plus and minus are capable of completing themselves 

independently, as independent things, and yet, as I always further say, because they are 

residing in one shared world, inevitably they meet each other.  And I have also told you 

many different things about how they break through that meeting.  

There is no way to avoid or escape from this encounter of plus and minus, and 

after they have met each other, they break through that meeting and then plus experiences

the world of minus, that he had never experienced before, and minus experiences the 

world of plus, that she had never experienced before, and this is when it is said that plus 

has experienced half of the totality, as plus, and minus has experienced half of the 

totality, as minus.   As I have told you, up until now, many times, when this breakthrough

occurs, then plus goes on to arrive at the foundation of  minus and  minus goes on to 

arrive at the foundation of plus.  However, it is not actually the case that plus has totally 

experienced minus and that minus has totally experienced plus. 

The two are facing each other and then they break through that facing, and they 

experience each other, and it seems as if they have arrived at the other’s very source, very

foundation, and yet, Buddhism teaches that, somehow or another, Buddhism teaches that 

there is some kind of indescribable feeling of dissatisfaction, “not enough.” Although 

there may be this feeling of “not enough,” Buddhism also teaches that this activity occurs

through following the natural Dharma activity, that it is not a violation of the Dharma 

activity.  This condition is not a condition of clearly, totally, having seen through to the 
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bottom of it.  So, there is this feeling that occurs, “somehow or another, it is just not 

enough.” It is dissatisfying. 

To turn around and follow, plus in this instance, cannot see back to his own 

foundation; he thinks that his foundation is there.  This is the same as this feeling of 

“something or another being missing, not being enough.” In other words, without fail, 

everybody will give rise to the desire to somehow manifest perfect love, complete love, 

and before that, feel that something is missing. If it were the case that just in that, just by 

breaking through that first break through, we could experience perfect, complete love, 

then no one would suffer, according to Buddhism.  It is natural, the Buddhist teachings 

teach for, after manifesting incomplete love, imperfect love, to give rise to the desire to 

manifest perfect love.  

People usually hear the word desire and think that that is a bad thing, but that is 

not true.  It is natural for the imperfect self to have this seeking heart, which is desire.  To

be an imperfect self means, just in this way, plus and minus manifest love with each other

, but  it is incomplete, imperfect love and so naturally, they seek the manifestation of 

perfect love, and through that seeking heart, they do the activity of returning to their own 

foundations, their own sources.  And, as I have told you so many times, again and again, 

when this activity of going home, going back to one’s own foundation occurs, the plus 

activity takes on the form of  minus.  It is the same for minus, minus wants to do the 

activity of going back to her own foundation, she must ghost herself into plus.  

When plus and minus manifest imperfect love, then they must do this activity of 

morphing into their opposite, of taking on the form of the other, and through that they 

return to their own foundations.  This is the essential natural principle, but most people 

totally ignore this, and ignoring this they go around saying, this or that about whether 

desire is good or bad.  It is so dumb and trivial.  Master Engo gives us this expression 

about “cutting off the myriad stream,” and if you really contemplate what he means 

by,“cutting off the myriad stream,” you will encounter what I am talking about.  This 

activity that I am describing of the two turning around and then going back to their own 

foundations, that is simply the way that things are, that is just the natural principle of 

things, that is just the Dharma activity, there is nothing mysterious about it.  
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However, perhaps it can be said that when this turning around occurs, something 

different than that absolutely will-less activity has occurred.  This one trillionth of a non-

will less activity has been manifest now. When they do the activity of returning back to 

their own foundations, they meet up with that one trillionth of a distance, that one 

trillionth of a non-will less activity, and it is their child, and they break through that 

meeting, as well.  And when they do that activity of breaking through their child, the plus

activity that is now doing minus unifies with the plus part of the child, and becomes 

perfect plus.  The minus activity that is now doing plus unifies with the minus part of the 

child and becomes perfect minus, and now the child has vanished.   It is very difficult to 

do this contemplation; you have to do sanzen again and again, and again to be able to do 

it.  

In any case, without fail, the phantomed plus will return, will revert to being the 

non-phantomed plus, the perfect pure plus, and the same with minus, and, at that very 

moment, simultaneously, the child also vanishes.  In other words, at the very same 

moment, both the phantomed plus and phantomed minus and the child, all revert back to 

being perfect plus and minus.  At the very same moment that plus and minus both 

dissolve their being phantom plus and minus, and now they have returned to the state of 

pure plus and minus, total plus and minus facing each other.  However, because in this 

instance it is total plus and minus facing each other, there is no two in this, this is the 

state of perfection, this is the state of One.  This is a newly manifest Foundation, or 

Source.

 If you very, very, carefully contemplate this activity of cutting off the “myriad 

streams” then you will come to manifest the wisdom that knows this newly manifest 

Foundation.  Even for those of you who have experienced being a mother or a father, it 

doesn’t seem at all easy for you to do this contemplation. 

The free manifestation of the self, to manifest the self in total freedom, that is not 

at all a difficult thing, it is simply following the natural activity of the Dharmakya, to rise 

in the east and sink down in the east.  The minute you think you are born in east, you are 

disappearing in the west.  This kind of appearing and disappearing of the self is what I am

talking about.  It isn’t so difficult to love each other.  It is just appearing and 

disappearing, appearing in the east and disappearing together in the west.  But, what if 
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someone says, “Honey, I don’t want to have a baby.”  Then what happens to that free 

flowing thing; it’s gone.  And, we all end up growing up to be like that, to manifest 

conditions like that.  And so, Buddhism further teaches that you can’t unconditionally 

talk about love.

These next two characters, “going against, or going in order,” they’re referring to 

the Dharma activity.  If plus is giving, then minus is receiving.  If plus is offering, then 

minus is taking; if minus is offering then plus is taking.  They’re always doing these 

activities with each other.  If there is no will, then freely that can be done.  The Dharma 

activity does these activities will-lessly. Will lessly plus and minus separate, will lessly 

they unify again and again, freely.

 Buddhism however further teaches that this repetitive activity of total unification 

and facing, over and over, is itself an activity that is called “becoming pregnant with all 

things.” And that condition of having become pregnant with all things will inevitably 

reach the point of giving birth to all things, that season will arise, without fail.  Without 

fail, plus and minus will clearly separate from each other and then a distance a child is 

born, and that child has as its content equal parts of plus and minus, 0.001 of both.  Both 

plus and minus lose that 0.001 of themselves in order to give birth to that distance, that 

child that is now in between them.  So, at the very moment that the child appears, the 

child is born, plus has become imperfect plus and minus has become imperfect minus.  

The child who is born is incomplete, imperfect.  The plus activity and the minus 

activity, who gave birth to that child, have become father and mother.  Father has 

imperfect plus as his content, and mother has imperfect minus as her content. If we say 

that the mother and father are future and past, then the child is the present, and that 

present having equal parts of plus and minus unified, as its content, is zero.  It is zero, but

it is important to know that it is not perfect zero.  Perfect zero means the unification of all

of plus and all of minus, which is the manifestation of one heart.

Buddhism teaches that as long as distance is manifest, that distance is always the 

manifestation of an imperfect heart activity.  The incomplete heart thinks, “I want to 

quickly become the manifestation of the total perfect heart.  I want to quickly grow up 

and become the complete human being.  And yes, that is a desire; that is a hope, and yet, 

in Buddhism, that is called the “natural desire.”  It isn’t a bad desire.  It is the desire that 
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is following the Dharma activity, the natural way of things.  To seek the manifestation of 

perfect love is desire, but Buddhism says that there is nothing wrong with that kind of 

desire. 

 So, what is “bad” non-acceptable, not good desire?  We have to ask that question.

This is in fact a complicated question that needs to be gone into in much more detail, but 

just for now, I would like to say that if one has a conquering mentality, then that is not 

good desire.  To fulfill one’s desire to conquer is to win a fight and that is not acceptable. 

Everybody says that war is bad, everybody says that.  Of course war is bad, but 

for people who are always saying that, I wonder if you really clearly understand that war 

is bad.  Those young women, college students bare their beautiful arms and wave them 

around in the air, “No war! No war!” but, you wonder if they really know in their hearts 

that war is bad. The reason why war is bad is because it is based conquering mentality. If 

an action is not based upon conquering desire, the desire to conquer, then no matter what 

is done, perhaps we can say, it is fine.  If an action is done not through conquering desire,

but through its opposite, which might be called agreement, then no matter what is done, it

is not war.  You can call that kind of action, “war of no war.” So, I took up these difficult 

expressions about rising and falling in the east and west, about going against and going 

with, horizontal and vertical.  It is this very difficult expression that Rinzai coined, but if 

you can understand it just in the way that I gave teisho on it, then that is fine.  

And how about this next expression, about “giving and stealing in freedom?”  It 

means that the giving and the taking appear simultaneously, and therefore, there is no 

fight.  It is not a war.  The giving and the taking have been manifest together. Now you 

should clearly understand that the manifestation of true love is freedom, it is the 

manifestation of pure freedom.  So, even though I would like to speak more on this 

freedom, let’s just say that we have understood what freedom is and go onto the next 

expression, which is a very difficult conclusion which is coming.  It is really a question.   

What kind of a time is manifest when this true freedom is manifest?  That is the question 

being asked.  

The perfect self is only manifest when the self is dissolved. If you can’t get rid of 

your "I am" self, if you can’t throw it away, then the manifestation of freedom will never 

occur.  For people who have an "I am" self, you have to be asked to get rid of that "I am" 
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self, in order to manifest the condition of perfect freedom; you have to be asked to 

dissolve that "I am".  Who is it who can freely find that place of no self, that place of self 

dissolved, that place of freedom?  Of course it is the person who compiled these one 

hundred koans, Master Setcho.  Then it says, “and say,” which means, come on, all of 

you come and tell me, who is it who can freely find this place of having no self?  If you 

can find that place that manifests when the self has been thrown away, that place that the 

self is thrown away to, and then you can also answer what kind of a place is that?  

If we are not able to manifest this wisdom that knows the place that the self gets 

thrown into, this place of no self, then you will always be wafting, floating around in 

confusion, “Oh no there is a war, now. That’s really bad.  Oh, here comes an earthquake, 

that’s really bad!” Without being able to understand the nature of ourselves, we will 

always be in confusion.  Who is it that knows the place of the self having been thrown 

away?  Who is it who can know where to throw the self away to?  In Buddhism, we say, 

only a couple can know this.  You should ask your mother and your father.

The End
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